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fotoIE/istock Your favorite swimsuit is falling apart. After a few years at the beach or in the pool, it should be replaced. But if the thought of those fluorescent dressing lights fills you with fear, relax. According to Leah Feldon, author of Does Make Me Look Fat: The ultimate rules for dressing are slim for every height, size and shape (Villard, $24.95), given enough time and patience,
anyone can find a great kind of swimsuit. Do... Wear thongs or small underpants. This way your panties won't poke out the bottom of the suit and you'll get a better idea of how it fits into the seat. Shop at the beginning of the season. If you are a hard fit, start early because there is more choice. Try on a lot of styles. Swimsuits are like jeans - you have to try on a lot of them before
you find one that is just right. Remember - what looked good on you five years ago may not be the right choice for you now. Styles change, as do our bodies. Make the best of what you have. So you don't have a body Sports Illustrated swimsuit model - most of us don't. Be easy on yourself and focus on what you have, says Feldon, because no one is perfect. If you have a large
neckline, look for a suit with a deep V-cut top. And if your feet are to die for, find a suit with a high cut bottom that makes your gams look a mile long. Do not... Shopping after a big meal. If you feel bloated, you'll look bigger, says Feldon. Instead, go first thing in the morning when you are at your most slender. Shop when you PMS-ing. It's not a good idea to try on body-baring
costumes when your body retains water and you don't feel the most beautiful. Wait another week. Hurry up. Buying swimwear is a time-consuming process. Don't be surprised if it takes more than one trip to the mall to find the perfect one. Try just your regular size. Even if you usually wear 10 in streetwear, chances are you'll need a size 12 or 14 in a swimsuit. It's always better to
wear a suit that looks good rather than one that is your size and uncomfortable. Big bust: If you have a big bust, the most important thing is to get proper support, says Feldon. Avoid flimsy materials such as cotton and look for costumes made from more forgiving Lycra. Many swimsuits are equipped with underwire bras and molded cups for a better, more supportive form. Trying to
minimize a big bust? Feldon suggests using color lock to his advantage by finding a top that is darker than the bottom. She also recommends wearing dark, solid colors and stick suits that have higher prodr caps as they provide more coverage and will not allow splashing out of your suit. In addition, try on swimsuits designed for long torsos. Your bustline can use an extra fabric
designed for a more midriff. Small bust: Featuring bust-enhancing features in many of the Swimwear, it's easy for small busted women who want more cleavage to get it. Look for push-ups of underwire styles that build the breasts you have and avoid those with large foam cookies or removable inserts: They stay wet after the rest of the suit has dried up and don't look very natural,
warns Feldon. And color-blocking may work for small-busted women, but reverse the strategy used for big busted women: Go with a darker-colored bottom and lighter color on top. Bottom heavy: If you have a bottom that you want to disguise, find a suit that offers full rear coverage. But that doesn't mean a scuba diver. In fact, one of the biggest mistakes you can make is to get a
suit that sits too low on the sides of your feet. These costumes tend to look as old-fashioned as something out of a Esther Williams movie, while a more cut one can be more flattering. If the suit is slightly higher on the sides, it lengthens the leg, making it more slender, says Feldon. And if you are significantly bigger at the bottom than you are on top, shop for bikinis and tankini
separates so you can mix and match different sizes. Just make sure the top and bottom are in proportion - wearing a skimpy top with a large, high-waisted bottom just won't look good. Full tummy: No matter how many abs of steel tapes we work on, most of us will never reach the washboard abs. So if you can't make your belly disappear, hide it with a suit containing high Lycra
content. One 10 to 15 percent Lycra is a good bet. In addition, draped or collected fabrics can work wonders as can fabric with some texture. Just avoid shiny materials - they increase a lot of sins. Boyish figure: According to Feldon, little is closed to women with boyish figures - they can wear almost anything they want. String bikinis are an excellent choice for a lean, slender body
because they are so feminine looking. But watch out for costumes that have little short-style bottoms, sometimes called boy shorts. They can create what Feldon calls the sausage effect and make the leg look shorter than it really is. Each iota of excess flesh is compressed down and pops out right where the foot suit ends, she says. They're deadly! Long or short waistline: long
and short waistline women can share a similar solution - tankinis. These tank-style two-piece are great for setting long or short mid - and you don't need a waiflike figure wearing one. Also, like regular bikinis, they come in a variety of styles so that you can be covered or bare as you want to be. If you have wide hips or thighs: high trousers elongated legs; Skirted hide problem
areas. Boy shorts seem like they will help, but they don't. If you have a large breast: a halter on top with a strip of fabric under the bust gives support when de-emphasizing the breasts. If you have a small breast: Try one or two pieces of costume costume bra underwire and foam padding. If you have a tummy tuck: Go for a high cut one piece with a halter on top to get attention up.
Shirring can also give you more hourglass shapes. If you have a short torso: Make it look longer with a scoop or V-neck top. And consider tankini, which shows a little bit of your middle. If you have a long torso: the two-part tankini will break the line visually and will fit better. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io When buying swimwear for your kids, it is important to get the right fit. Armed with roulette and small studies, you can find the perfect swimsuit for your children - no matter their size. Keep these tips and suggestions in mind when buying children's swimwear. When trying on
swimsuits, your child reach high above his head, turn to the side, bend over and sit down. Look at the swimsuit from all sides. It should not go up, slide down or bind, no matter what position your child is in. 2T - 33-353T - 35-374T - 38-405 - 426 - 457 - 498 - 5210 - 5512 - 5814 - 60 Kids Grow Up as USA. If your child needs a new swimsuit this season, keep these tips in mind to
help find the perfect fit. If your old swimsuit gets a little faded and stretched out or you're just looking for a new look, it's tempting to scoop up a cool new suit once they hit the racks in March or April when thoughts turn to warm weather in the future. But if you buy a swimsuit at the beginning of the season, you may end up spending almost twice as much as you could pay, just
waiting for months. Shop in August: You'll get the best prices for swimwear in August because it's when stores seek to clear their summer stocks to make way for autumn supplies. Even online retailers are significantly ticking off their products to make room for new lines. By waiting for August, you can get 40 to 70 percent of the original retail price. Settle in for May: If you just can't
wait until the end of summer, May is the second best month to buy swimwear. With a sudden spike in warm weather, retailers often offer competitive sales to lure shoppers to start their summer purchases, plus swimwear often marked during big Memorial Day events. Avoid June and July: Throughout the year, June 8 is considered the biggest swimsuit buying day. Bikinis, in
particular, fly away from shelving, so retailers tend to keep prices high during June and July. During the hottest months in the middle of the swimming season, people looking for a new costume want to buy all the costumes available, so the shops have no reason to discount them. Select Separates: Many swimwear are now marketed as separates, which is a great option for women
who sizes at the bottom and top. But it can also be a great way to mix and match and get a great deal. If you have a great black bottom you want to keep, you can zero in on matching or extra tops to make it seem refreshed rather than buying a brand new suit. Be open to different brands: While you can rely on the same stores or brands each year, it may be worth breaking out of
your comfort zone. Many stores have refocused their efforts on creating stylish and affordable swimwear that keeps up to regular wear. Other brands have launched lines that meet specific needs, such as for women who are active on the beach or women who want a little more support and control from above.  If you can wait until August, that is when you will almost certainly get
the best purchases. But almost everything with the potential growth up comes with a possible downside loss. Same with swimsuits in August. There is a risk that you will not find what you want, as the choice by then is on the wane. You have to weigh this risk based on how easy it is to find your size, how easy it is for you to find a flattering suit, and how particular you are about
style; these are all issues that affect how much choice there is. You may have to compromise in August on the lawsuit, if not the price. If you absolutely can't wait to buy a new bikini for a summer cruise, May is the second best time to find a costume without going over budget.  super-budget. 
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